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Stochastic chemical simulations have proven to be a powerful tool to investi-
gate the dynamics of biological systems. Traditional simulations built upon the
Stochastic Simulation Algorithm ignore the identity and spatial relationship be-
tween the molecules, and instead treat them as being in a homogeneous mixture.
However, cells are not homogeneous compartments and their function requires spa-
tial compartmentalization of processes. Space can be introduced into stochastic
simulations by statically compartmentalizing the reactants with diusion reactions
between them. Here, we describe a new exact stochastic chemical kinetics simulator
which is capable of simultaneously simulating the chemical kinetics within a set of
interacting compartments, each of which can be created or destroyed at runtime.
The simulator is constructed to be ecient, taking worst-case logarithmic time per
reaction and per compartment for each reaction step performed. We then construct
and perform a cursory analysis of the dynamics of two models that would not have
been possible to simulate at the molecular level without this simulator: a model
of a growing/shrinking population of bacteria infected by a bacteriophage, and a
single-nucleotide model of coupled transcription and translation in prokaryotes.
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11. INTRODUCTION
The modeling and simulation of complex biochemical systems has become an im-
portant tool to study their behaviors[14, 1, 46, 30]. One biological process that has
received a lot of focus in this regard is gene expression, as it is a dynamic process
that involves a multitude of components interacting towards a common aim that
are not easily separable experimentally. Modeling the process allows the study of
the eects of each component independently. Of the modeling techniques for gene
expression dynamics, the one that has had the most success in mimicking the dy-
namics, while remaining computationally tractable, is the Monte Carlo simulation
of the Chemical Master Equation (CME).
Stochasticity intrinsic to the process of gene expression has been shown to be non-
negligible [5, 41] and an inherent component of the cell's processes. This stochas-
ticity has downstream eects in organisms' phenotypes[1, 3, 21, 22, 37, 40], and is
realistically captured by simulations based on the CME. However, the CME makes
the assumption that there is no spatial organization between the molecules in the
system. Cells are spatially organized compartments and both the time and the place
where events and processes take place can aect the phenotype. This constitutes a
major problem in stochastic simulations. For example, in prokaryotic gene expres-
sion, several RNA polymerases can be transcribing a gene at a given time. Each of
the elongating RNA molecules is open to translation. To simulate the movement of
ribosomes along the RNA strands, each strand must be distinguishable (that is, the
RNA nucleotides cannot be considered to be well-stirred), since otherwise the ribo-
somes could `overtake' one another on the template. The simulator must therefore
be able to distinguish between a changing number of dierent strands.
Another common problem when simulating gene expression at a detailed level
is the immense number of reactions, as well as reactants, each of which needs to
be dened prior to the start of the simulation. Most of these are only needed or
present for very short and rare periods of time. For example, each mRNA can
consist of thousands of nucleotides. As the RNA polymerase moves along the RNA
strand, only a few dierent reactions can take place at any given time. To simulate
these systems, a simulator must either introduce and remove these reactions at
runtime[20], or be built to handle large amounts of reactions simultaneously[8].
This thesis proposes a new simulator of stochastic chemical kinetics where the
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spaces in which the chemical reactions occur, and the reactants themselves, can be
created or removed during the simulation. This allows the simulation of complex
biochemical processes (for example the simultaneous translation of an RNA by mul-
tiple ribosomes) that would not have been possible with previous simulators. The
simulator is constructed with eciency in mind, so that simulations with thousands
of reactions, reactants and compartments can run in a reasonable amount of time.
We begin by describing the relevant aspects of the stochastic framework of chemi-
cal kinetics, notably, the Chemical Master Equation. We then present the Stochastic
Simulation Algorithm (SSA), a Monte Carlo algorithm to exactly sample the CME.
Two recent optimizations and one extension of the SSA are then presented. These
augmented algorithms are then used as building blocks to construct the simulator
capable of simulating systems of reacting chemicals in compartments that are cre-
ated and destroyed at runtime. The construction rules and data structures used are
presented along with analyses of the runtime complexity. To guarantee that each
reaction step is performed in logarithmic time, a new data structure is presented.
Finally, the new simulator is applied to biological models which could not have been
simulated in a traditional simulation environment; specically, a model of a pop-
ulation of bacteria infected by a virus, and a detailed model of prokaryotic gene
expression.
32. BACKGROUND
2.1 Reaction Rate Equations
The traditional way to describe and simulate the behavior of a homogeneous mixture
of chemically reacting molecules is to solve a system of coupled Ordinary Dierential
Equations (ODEs). The system of ODEs will have one equation for each of the N
chemical species that are active in the volume. Each equation describes the `rate of
change' of the concentration Xi of each chemical species Si, given the concentrations
of the other species and the stoichiometry and reaction constants of the R channels
through which they interact. This formulation is therefore also referred to as the
Reaction Rate Equation[14] (RRE).
In RREs, the vector of concentrations of the molecules x = (X1(t); :::; XN(t))
evolves as a continuous-valued function of time of the form[14]:
dx =
RX
=1
r (x) dt (2.1)
Here,  is a vector describing the stoichiometry of reaction R and r is the
mean `rate' at which reaction R occurs as a function of the current concentration
of all chemical species.
This deterministic formulation adequately describes the expected behavior of the
chemical system in most cases, but the approximation fails in several situations
such as when there are correlations between the concentrations of the molecular
species, and when single-molecule events play an important role in the dynamics of
the system. In the former case, correlations between the molecular species cause
hXiXji to not necessarily equal hXii hXji, leading to an incorrect mean `rate' in
equation (2.1). In the latter case, the eectively random collisions between molecules
render the system unpredictable, since the exact timing of the occurrences of a single
reaction depends on many factors beyond the concentration of the various molecules
in the reaction volume. To include this randomness in RREs, a stochastic term has
generally been added to each equation, resulting in a system of Stochastic Dierential
Equations (SDEs). When the stochastic term is zero-mean Gaussian noise scaled by
the reaction rates, the system of equations becomes what is known as the Chemical
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Langevin Equation[13] (CLEs), which takes the form:
dx =
RX
=1
r (x) dt+
RX
=1

q
r (x)N(0; 1)
p
dt (2.2)
where each N(0; 1) is a statistically independent normally distributed random vari-
able.
The state x is no longer uniquely determined by the initial state of the system
x0 at t = t0, and instead follows the probability density function P (x; tjx0; t0).
This N -dimensional probability distribution obeys a well-dened partial dierential
equation called the Chemical Fokker-Planck Equation[12] (CFPE).
Nevertheless, due to the use of continuous variables for x, RREs and CLEs (and
by extension CFPEs) have diculty in correctly capturing the uctuations that
are intrinsic to the discrete nature of chemical reactions. In systems where the
appearance or disappearance of a single molecule is signicant to the behavior of the
system, these approximations do not reproduce the correct dynamics. Unfortunately,
such conditions are ubiquitous in biological models, where many pathways include
steps which involve low numbers of molecules[1, 5, 41].
2.2 The Chemical Master Equation
Another approach to the kinetics of a spatially homogeneous system of reacting
chemicals which captures these low copy number eects is the stochastic formulation[26].
Here, the state vector x represents the absolute number of molecules in the reaction
volume at time t, and i represents the absolute number of each reactant that change
when reaction Ri occurs. The reaction constants are no longer viewed as rates of oc-
currence, but rather as probabilities of occurrence per unit time. The time-evolution
of x then takes the form of a random walk through the N -dimensional space of the
populations of the reacting species.
At heart, the stochastic formulation of chemical kinetics is based on the propensity
function a, which is dened as:
a (x) dt  the probability that a particular combination of the
reactants that are presently in the system will react
via reaction R in the next innitesimal time interval
[t; t+ dt).
(2.3)
From this denition alone, the master equation for a chemical system can be
derived. It can thus be considered to be the fundamental premise of the stochastic
formulation of chemical kinetics. The form that the function a takes depends on
the type of the reaction it represents.
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Unimolecular reactions represent processes that are internal to each molecule
of a given molecular species. These processes are usually quantum mechanical in
nature, and can only be described by their probability of occurrence. For example,
let reaction R be a possible change in the properties of a molecule of species Si,
common to all molecules of this species. This implies that for any given molecule
of Si, there is some constant c such that cdt is the probability that that molecule
will spontaneously react via R in the next innitesimal time dt. It follows that if
there are currently Xi molecules of Si currently in the system, the probability that
one of them will react via R in the next innitesimal time interval is Xicdt. The
propensity function for unimolecular reactions is therefore a(x) = Xic.
Bimolecular reactions involving two dierent molecular species Si and Sj occur
when two such molecules meet and react. Using the homogeneous assumption, it
has been shown that there exists a constant c such that cdt gives the probability
that a given pair of molecules will meet and react via reaction R[10]. This constant
can be derived from microphysical properties[11], giving the bimolecular propensity
function an a priori claim to validity that the reaction rate constants do not have.
If there are Xi molecules of Si and Xj molecules of Sj currently in the system, then
there are XiXj pairs of these molecules. The probability that one of these pairs will
meet and react via R in the next innitesimal time dt is therefore XiXjcdt. The
propensity function for bimolecular reactions with dierent chemical species is then
a(x) = XiXjc.
For bimolecular reactions between two molecules of the same species Si, the
number of pairs does not grow as X2i , since a molecule cannot react with itself.
Instead, the number of pairs grows as Xi(Xi 1)=2, making the propensity function
for such a reaction a(x) = Xi(Xi   1)c=2.
Trimolecular reactions and above are not realistically possible, but can be used
as simplied approximations of a series of bimolecular reactions. The number of
combinations of the reactants in such reactions is calculated from the total number
of combinations of the reactants without replacement. Their propensity functions
are given here for completeness, and for some specic model constructions, but
should not be considered to be grounded directly in molecular kinetics[9].
To summarize the above, the propensity function of reaction R is a(x) =
h(x)c, where h(x) gives the number of possible reactant combinations in the
reaction volume. h(x) for dierent reaction templates is given in Table 2.1. Here,
S refers to the set of molecular species which are reactants in reaction , and N(i;)
represents the number of molecules of species Si that are consumed by reaction R.
In the stochastic formulation, we would like to describe the probability P (x; tjx0; t0)
of having a given number of each reactant in the reaction volume at time t after
the initial conditions x = x0 at t = t0. Using equation (2.3), the rate of change
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Reaction Type h(x)
GGA products 1
Si GGA products Xi
Si + Sj GGA products; i 6= j XiXj
2Si GGA products
Xi(Xi   1)
2X
i2S
N(i;)Si GGA products
Y
i2S
N(i;)Y
q=1
Xi   q + 1
q
Table 2.1: The number of possible combinations h(x) in which a given reaction R can
occur, given the type of reaction that R is.
of the probability of being in a given state x can be expressed as the sum of the
probabilities of all reactions that can change the system's state into x in the next
innitesimal time interval, subtracting the sum of the probabilities of all reactions
that can cause the system to leave that state. The result is a partial dierential
equation for P , the Chemical Master Equation[26] (CME):
@P (x; tjx0; t0)
@t
=
RX
=1
[a(x  )P (x  ; tjx0; t0)  a (x)P (x; tjx0; t0)] (2.4)
The function that satises the CME simultaneously describes the probability of all
possible trajectories through the N -dimensional state space of reactant populations.
This function can be seen as the discrete analogue to the CFPE. Because of the
explicit handling of every possible state that the system can be in, the CME can
take an accurate account of the eects of both uctuations and correlations. This has
been a major justication for using the stochastic approach over the mathematically
simpler deterministic approach.
2.3 The Stochastic Simulation Algorithm
Analytically solving RREs or the CME is an intractable problem for systems of
more than a few reactants and reactions[9]. However, considerable success has been
realized in numerical simulations of these systems. For RREs and CLEs, this implies
the use of numerical integration techniques. For the CME, this requires the use of
a Monte Carlo method to numerically simulate the Markov process that the CME
describes.
The Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) is a method to exactly sample tra-
jectories of the CME. That is, it provides a new time series of x every time it is run,
with each possible trajectory appearing with exactly the frequency that the CME
prescribes. Instead of solving the partial dierential equations in (2.4), the SSA is
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based on the probability distribution dened as follows:
P(; jx)d  the probability that the next reaction in the system
will be R, and it will occur in the innitesimal time
interval [t+ ; t+  + d).
(2.5)
where 0   <1 and  2 1; :::; R.
All exact formulations of the SSA follow the following general procedure[9]:
0. Initialization: Set time t = 0. Set up the initial state vector x = x0. Calcu-
late and store the values of the propensities of each reaction, ai; i 2 f1::Rg.
1. Selection: Using a suitable sampling procedure, generate a random pair (; )
according to the joint probability distribution in equation (2.5).
2. Sampling: Output the system state for each sampling point in the time
interval [t; t+ ).
3. If t+   tstop, terminate.
4. Execution: Set t = t+  , and x = x+ .
5. Update: Recalculate ai for all i such that any Xj that was changed in step 4
appears as a reactant in Ri.
6. Go to step 1.
One iteration of the loop, from step 1 to step 6, is here called a reaction step.
Runtimes of all algorithms are evaluated in terms of their runtime per reaction step,
since this loop is unavoidable in any implementation of the exact SSA.
The procedure in step 1 can be accomplished with two statistically equivalent
sampling procedures, which give rise to the two original formulations of the SSA[9]:
the First Reaction Method (FRM) and the Direct Method (DM).
2.3.1 First Reaction Method
The FRM is the mathematically simplest, but most computationally intensive method
to sample the joint distribution in equation (2.5). The idea is to generate a set of
tentative ring times v for each reaction channel, and pick  based on those. For
this, we need the probability density function Pv( jx) such that Pv( jx)d gives the
probability that reactionRv occurs in the innitesimal time interval (t+; t++d),
assuming that no other reaction occurs in the interval (t; t+ ).
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To calculate Pv( jx)d , we rst write it as the product of the probability P v0 that
Rv does not occur in the interval (t; t + ), and the subsequent probability that it
does occur in the interval (t+ ; t+  + d):
Pv( jx)d = P v0 ()  av(x)d (2.6)
To calculate P v0 , let us divide the interval (t; t + ) into K subintervals of equal
duration. From equation (2.3), the probability that Rv does not re in the rst
subinterval (t; t+ =K) is 1 av(x)=K. This is also the probability that it will not
re in the second time interval (t+ =K; t+ 2=K), given that it did not re in the
rst, and so on. Pv can then be written as:
P v0 ( jx) = (1  av(x)=K)K (2.7)
Taking the limit as K goes to innity and applying the limit formula for the
exponential function, we get:
P v0 ( jx) = e av(x) (2.8)
Substituting (2.8) into (2.6):
Pv( jx)d = av(x)e av(x)d (2.9)
Pv is the well-known exponential distribution with rate parameter  = av(x),
which can be sampled from a uniform random number U in the range (0; 1) with
the formula[9]:
v =
  lnU
av(x)
(2.10)
The set of tentative ring times can then be obtained by applying (2.10) for each
possible reaction. We then select the actual reaction to perform and the actual ring
time (; ) as:
 = v j v < i 8i : i 6= v (2.11)
 =  (2.12)
2.3.2 Direct Method
The Direct Method generates the pair (; ) directly from the joint probability den-
sity function in equation (2.5). Let a0(x)dt be the probability that any of the possible
reactions occurs in the system in the next innitesimal time interval (t; t+dt). Since
at most one reaction can occur in an innitesimal time interval, a0 is the sum of the
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individual probabilities that each reaction will occur:
a0(x)dt =
RX
v=1
av(x)dt (2.13)
Similar to (2.6), we can now write P(; jx) explicitly as the probability P0( jx)
that no reaction occurs in the interval (t; t+), multiplied with the probability that
reaction R occurs in the following innitesimal time interval d :
P(; jx)d = P0( jx)  a(x)d
= e a0(x)  a(x)d (2.14)
To turn this distribution into one for which we can generate random numbers,
we condition P(; jx) in the form[9]:
P(; jx) = P1( jx)  P2(j;x) (2.15)
where P1()d is the probability that the next reaction, whichever it might be, will
occur in the interval (t+ ; t+  + d), while P2(j;x) is the probability that this
reaction is R, given that it occurs in that interval.
P1( jx)d is the marginal distribution of P(; jx)d , which can be obtained by
summing over all :
P1( jx) =
RX
v=1
P(; vjx) (2.16)
Substituting (2.16) into (2.15) and solving for P(j;x) yields:
P2(j;x) = P(; jx)PR
v=1P(; vjx)
(2.17)
Together, equations (2.16) and (2.17) express the joint probability distribution
(2.14) as two univariate distributions. Substituting (2.14) into both of them gives:
P1( jx) = a0(x)e a0(x) (2.18)
P2(j;x) = a(x)
a0(x)
(2.19)
Equation (2.18) follows an exponential distribution with rate parameter  =
a0(x). The time until the next reaction, whatever it may be, can now be randomized
similar to (2.10). The distribution in equation (2.19) is a multinomial distribution
with each  having probability a=a0. Note that it is in fact independent from  .
A correctly distributed random  can then be generated from a uniform random
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number U in the range [0; 1) by nding v such that:
v 1X
i=1
P2(vj;x)  U 
vX
i=1
P2(vj;x)
v 1X
i=1
a(x)
a0(x)
 U 
vX
i=1
a(x)
a0(x)
v 1X
i=1
a(x)  Ua0(x) 
vX
i=1
a(x) (2.20)
The nal pair (; ) is then randomized based on (2.20) and (2.16) from two
independent uniform random numbers U1 and U2 with respective ranges [0; 1) and
(0; 1) as follows:
 = v j
v 1X
i=1
ai(x)  U1a0(x) <
vX
i=1
ai(x) (2.21)
 =
  lnU2
a0(x)
2.4 Improvements to the SSA
While the SSA can be used to sample the CME of a chemical system consider-
ably larger than what is accessible by directly integrating the CME, it too becomes
computationally prohibitive for even moderate system sizes. This problem is com-
pounded by the fact that a single trajectory generated by the SSA is rarely used
on its own - the kinetics of the stochastic chemical systems are often described by
distributions gained by repeatedly running the SSA. Hence, some improvements
have been made to the algorithm to improve its computational eciency without
aecting its exactness.
2.4.1 Next Reaction Method
The Next Reaction Method[8] (NRM) attempts to reduce the computational cost
of the FRM by reusing the tentative times generated in previous iterations and
storing them in a special data structure, an Indexed Priority Queue. The FRM
as described in section 2.3.1 contains two steps which run in linear time on the
number of reactions: generating the R tentative reaction times, and selecting the
smallest tentative reaction time. These will both be addressed by the NRM. To
avoid confusion of notation, the current simulation time t is written as t1 in this
section.
Let us consider the execution of the rst iteration of the FRM. Prior to the
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Execution step, the distribution of tv = t1+ v follows the distribution of Pv(tjt1;x)
obtainable from equation (2.10):
Pv(tjt1;x) = H(t  t1)av(x)e av(x)(t t1) (2.22)
where H(x) is the Heaviside function which is 0 for x < 0 and 1 for x  0.
During the Selection step, the FRM selects the reaction with the minimum .
We therefore know that tv > t for all v 6= . It follows that tv is distributed
according to the conditional distribution:
Pv(tjt1;x; t > t) = H(t  t)Pv(tjt1;x)
Pv(t > tjt1;x)
=
H(t  t)H(t  t1)av(x)e av(x)(t t1)
e av(x)(t t1)
= H(t  t)av(x)e av(x)(t t) (2.23)
= Pv(tjt;x)
During the Execution step, t1 is advanced to t, implying that the tv values are
already correctly distributed for the next reaction step if no propensities change. If
propensities do change, the times must be adjusted somehow. During the Execution
step, the state will be updated to x + . The distribution of t
new
v , the desired
distribution of tv after the Execution step is then:
P newv (tjt;x) = H(t  t)av(x+ )e av(x+)(t t) (2.24)
The transformation from the previous distribution (equation (2.23)) to the distri-
bution that we want (equation (2.24)) can be obtained by setting their cumulative
distribution functions equal to each other:Z tnewv
 1
P newv (tjt;x)dt =
Z tv
 1
Pv(tjt;x)dt
1  eav(x+)(tnewv  t) = 1  eav(x)(tv t)
tnewv =
av(x)
av(x+ )
(tv   t) + t (2.25)
We can now transform the tv during the Update step of the SSA so that they follow
the new distribution of ring times. Since the tv values were generated independently
and the transformation does not introduce any dependence (it is not based on any
other tv values), the transformed times are also statistically independent. This allows
us to reuse almost all of the tv values from previous iterations, most of which won't
even need to be transformed if the propensity of the reaction does not change. There
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are only two conditions when new tv values need to be generated: t itself cannot
be reused, and any reaction that had zero propensity in the previous iteration (its
tv will be 1).
With the cost of generating new tv values minimized by the reuse of previously
generated values, the NRM now only contains one step which runs in linear time: se-
lecting the minimum tv. The authors introduce a heap-like data structure which they
name the Indexed Priority Queue in order to minimize the cost of this operation[8].
This data structure is a binary tree which contains one node for each reaction chan-
nel in the system. The nodes are arranged such that each node represents a reaction
whose tentative ring time is earlier than both of its daughter nodes. The reaction
with the earliest tentative ring time can then be found by examining only the root
node, making the Selection step run in constant time.
In order to maintain the ordering of the nodes during the Update step, whenever
a modication is made to a tv (either by rerandomization or by transformation by
(2.25)), the node representing that reaction is moved up or down in the tree until
the ordering is restored. This operation requires that a two-way mapping exists
between reactions and their placement in the binary tree so that when a particular
tv is modied, the appropriate node in the tree can be looked up in constant time.
An example of the indexed priority queue partway through a simulation is shown
in Figure 2.1. Ordering of the nodes such that the earliest reaction is at the top of
the tree is visible. Of note is the fact that the tree must support innite ring times
for reactions with zero propensity.
A
4|4.2
B
2|4.4
C
5|23
D
7|4.9
E
1|11
F
6|∞
G
9|28
H
8|6.1
I
3|∞
E B I A C F D H G
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Figure 2.1: Example of the NRM's indexed priority queue[8] partway through a simulation
with 9 possible reactions. Reactions are indexed with numbers and nodes are indexed with
letters. The nodes of the tree are shown with vjtv. The ring times of each reaction are
shown in the node in the tree. The mapping from reactions to nodes in the tree is also
shown.
The operations that move nodes in the tree perform at most one operation per
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level of the binary tree, making every operation O(logR). Therefore, if there are M
propensities updated in a given reaction step, it follows that the worst-case runtime
is O(M logR). So long as there is no reactant that is common to (R) reactions,
M will vanish with R, and the Update step will run in O(logR) time.
2.4.2 Logarithmic Direct Method
The NRM is considerably more complex to implement than the DM, and in many
small reaction systems, the eort to implement it is not worth the gains. Further,
it has been reported that the extra overhead from maintaining the indexed priority
queue is a considerably limiting factor in small simulations[2]. Thus, eorts have
focused on improving the DM.
Cao and colleagues[2] proposed a modication to the DM, the Optimized Direct
Method (ODM), whereby a0 is stored along with the rest of the propensities. When
propensity ai is recalculated in the Update step, the old value is rst subtracted
from a0 and the new value is added, keeping it up to date. a0 then does not need
to be recalculated every reaction step, eliminating an O(R) operation from the
Selection step. However, the selection of  is still an O(R) operation. To minimize
the impact of this linear search, the authors proposed to sort the reactions in order
of decreasing ai, allowing the linear search to terminate at an earlier i. Since the
propensities can change frequently during the simulation, the authors proposed to
set the reaction order by running the simulation for a short period beforehand, and
sorting the reactions in descending order of the number of times each reaction red.
McCollum and colleagues[25] have improved the ODM by removing the pre-run
step and instead reordering the reactions at runtime. Every time a reaction occurs, it
is swapped with the one below it in the list. The set of high-frequency reactions will
then `bubble up' to the front of the reaction list. This method, dubbed the Sorting
Direct Method (SDM), therefore also allows the simulator to adapt to changes in
the frequencies of the reactions.
The ODM and the SDM both suer from two problems. First, despite the reshuf-
ing of reactions, the linear search remains, imposing a worst-case runtime of O(R)
on the Selection step. Second, both methods suer from a precision problem. In
a digital computer, there are a limited number of bits that can be carried in the
mantissa of a0. If one reaction has a signicantly higher propensity than another
reaction, then both the ODM and SDM will place it near the front of the list.
The number of signicant bits available to store the dierence between the sums
in equation (2.21) may not be enough to account for the dierence between them.
Additionally, in simulations where the value of a0 covers a wide dynamic range over
time due to rare reactions with high propensity, a large amount of the bits in the
mantissa of a0 will be lost after the reaction with high propensity has been performed
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since the initial addition of its propensity will drop these bits. Another approach
has been taken to optimizing the DM which avoids these issues.
The Logarithmic Direct Method (LDM) was proposed[19] (also called the Opti-
mized Direct Method in [8]). In the LDM, the values of the reaction propensities are
stored in the leaves of a binary tree. Non-leaf nodes contain the sum of the propen-
sities of their two children. Each non-leaf node then contains a portion of the sum
in equation (2.13), and are therefore referred to as partial sums. An example tree of
partial sums with eight possible reactions is depicted in Figure 2.2A. For simplicity,
this could be implemented as a single array, rather than a linked tree with special
treatment for the leaves. In this case, indices below R correspond to partial sums,
and indices above or equal to R correspond to propensities. Since this system stores
R reaction propensities and R  1 partial sums, it still uses (R) storage space.
a0 = s1
s2 s3
s4 s5 s6 s7
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8
A
a0 = s1
s2 s3
s4 s5 s6 s7
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8
B
a = Ua1
a < s2?
a < s4?
a < a3?
a = a− s4
a0 = s1
s2 s3
s4 s5 s6 s7
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8
C
ν3
Figure 2.2: (A) Example of a tree of partial sums in the LDM. This system has eight
possible reactions with propensities a1 to a8. Each partial sum is the sum of all propensities
below it in the tree. s1 is therefore the sum of all propensities, which is a0. (B) Example
of a binary search through the tree of partial sums for the  that satises equation (2.19).
Operations at each node are shown in red below it. In this case,  = 3. (C) Example of
the Update step for the LDM. Reaction R3 changed the state x to x+ 3, which changed
the populations of the reactants of reactions R2, R3 and R5. The changed propensities
were propagated up the tree of partial sums by recalculating each sum until the root was
reached.
During the Selection step,  can be calculated from a0, which is readily available
at the root of the tree of partial sums.  is selected by randomizing a = U1a0, and
then performing a binary search through the tree of partial sums as shown in Figure
2.2B. It follows that the runtime of the Selection step is therefore proportional to
the height of the tree, (logR).
During the Update step, when a propensity ai is updated, then all log2R partial
sums above it in the tree are also updated. This implicitly updates a0, which can
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then immediately be used in the next reaction step. Figure 2.2C shows this process.
If M propensities are updated, then it follows that the runtime of the Update step
is (M logR). As with the NRM, M will vanish with R, and the runtime of the
Update step will be (logR).
2.4.3 First Family Method
The First Family Method[14] (FFM) can be seen as a generalization of the above
methods. In the FFM, reactions are grouped into `families'. In the Selection step,
instead of choosing a reaction based on the reaction's propensity, the family con-
taining the next ring reaction is selected either by the FRM or the DM, based on
the total propensities of the families.  is then selected from the within the selected
family by either the FRM or the DM according to the actual propensities of the
reactions in the family.
One advantage of this method is that by grouping many reactions with low
propensity together into one family and fewer reactions with high propensity into
other families, the FFM can reduce the dynamic range of propensities with which it
must deal with at any given moment in the simulation. This reduction reduces the
number of bits that are needed in the mantissa to correctly select reactions with the
correct distribution if the dynamic range of propensities is very large. If this method
is generalized further to allow families within families, the LDM can be seen as a
special case of the FFM, where each family contains two reactions or two families.
2.4.4 Delayed SSA
A dierent type of extension to the SSA was proposed in [8] to simulate complex
processes that may take a non-negligible amount of time to complete once initiated.
These processes may range from multi stepped processes of simple reactions, such
as stepwise elongation, to conformational changes in large structures, such as the
unwinding of the DNA, among others. The duration of these processes can be
comparable to a cell's lifetime. For example, the elongation of an RNA molecule by
an RNA polymerase can take as long as several minutes. The authors showed how
these processes could be represented as single-step reactions where its products are
released some time later, and not necessarily at the same time. The disadvantage
of this method is that the system's evolution in time is no longer a Markov process,
and therefore cannot be simulated with any of the above methods as described.
Nevertheless, these lengthy events take place in cells and can cause non-negligible
eects in the dynamics of the system, namely, the gene regulatory network[31],
and can therefore not be ignored when constructing a model. The exact nature
of the process may not be known, so constructing the explicit model may not be
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feasible or possible. Allowing reactions that produce their products an arbitrary
time later in the simulation provides two advantages. First and foremost, it allows
the modeler to insert delays of arbitrary distributions even if the underlying process
is not known. Secondly, it removes potentially many reactions from the system,
speeding up simulations considerably[8].
To implement reactions that can have delayed products with potentially dierent
delays, these products are placed on a wait list as a tuple (tr; i; n), where tr is the
time at which the product, n molecules of Si, should be released. The wait list itself
can be implemented directly in the NRM with logarithmic time per addition or re-
moval by adding products on the wait list as nodes of the indexed priority queue. Al-
ternatively, it can be implemented to run alongside a DM implementation as a heap-
based priority queue with the same runtime bounds using the following variant of the
Execution step (paraphrased from [35]):
if  < tmin, where tmin in the earliest entry in the wait list then
Perform the normal SSA Execution step
else
Set t = tmin, and Xi = Xi + n.
Remove the earliest entry from the wait list.
end if
Reactions with delayed products are represented as:
reactants GGA a() + b (2.26)
Here, the molecule of species a will be released back into the system  time after
the occurrence of reaction (2.26), whereas the molecule of b is released at exactly
the same time as the reaction.  can follow an arbitrary distribution, but will most
often be either Delta (as in reaction (2.26)) or Gamma distributed.
2.5 Compartmentalized Systems
The previous sections have dealt with construction of simulation algorithms to sim-
ulate the time-evolution of a spatially homogeneous mixture of a set of chemicals
in a single reaction volume. However, many systems are not well-described by a
homogeneous mixture of the molecules in the reaction volume. Spatial models in
which space is divided into discrete regions called compartments have thus been
proposed as a means to correctly capture the dynamics of spatially inhomogeneous
distributions of molecules.
In this thesis, we build a simulator to eciently simulate the chemical kinetics of
a set of molecules within a growing or shrinking set of compartments. To illustrate
the use of this simulation, and to test its eciency, we present two models that would
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be not possible to implement at this level of detail without dynamic compartments.
These models are based on the  bacteriophage and transcription and translation
in prokaryotes.
2.5.1 The  bacteriophage
The  bacteriophage is a virus that infects Escherichia coli bacteria. Upon infec-
tion of a bacterium, the phage enters a pathway termed the lytic cycle, where it
begins replicating itself by hijacking the cell's replication machinery, nally ending
in the destruction of the cell and the release of many new virus particles into the
environment. An alternate pathway that can be taken is the lysogenic cycle, in
which the phage integrates itself into the bacterial chromosome and lies dormant for
some time before eventually reawakening into the lytic pathway[45]. The process of
deciding between lysis or lysogeny is a classic example of a stochastic biochemical
switch[1].
Arkin and colleagues developed a stochastic kinetic model of this genetic circuit
at the molecular level, whose dynamics was simulated by the SSA[1]. They val-
idated the model by comparing it with measurements in variable conditions and
then showed that when two independently produced regulatory proteins, acting at
low cellular concentrations, competitively control a switch in a pathway, stochas-
tic variations in their concentrations produce probabilistic pathway selection. The
result is that an initially homogeneous cell population partitions into distinct sub-
populations with dierent phenotypes[1]. They also showed how the -phage uses
this lysis-lysogeny decision circuit to randomly switch surface features to evade host
responses. Finally, they showed that deterministic kinetics could not predict the
statistics of the system due to its probabilistic outcomes.
2.5.2 Transcription and Translation in Prokaryotes
Gene expression is the process by which the DNA in a cell is used as a template to
produce proteins, the functional units in the cell. It is composed of two processes:
transcription and translation, which respectively use the DNA as a template to
produce messenger RNA (mRNA), and use the mRNA to produce proteins. Given
how fundamental these two processes are to the function of the cell, it is important to
understand their dynamical properties and the impact these properties have on the
rest of the cellular processes. Without this understanding, no dynamical description
of the cell is possible, and thus no predictive model can be created.
Transcription and translation occur dierently in eukaryotes and prokaryotes.
Eukaryotic DNA is contained in a delineated nucleus where transcription occurs.
The mRNA must be transported into the cell's cytoplasm before it can be translated.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of coupled transcription and translation in prokaryotes
There is no nucleus in a prokaryotic cell, allowing translation to begin immediately
after enough of the RNA has been elongated to allow the Ribosome to bind (shown
in Figure 2.3). Transcription and translation are therefore said to be coupled in
prokaryotes.
This coupling causes the propagation of uctuations from RNA to proteins to
dier signicantly in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, and likely led to the evolution of
dierent means to regulate them[23]. Several events in prokaryotic transcription and
in translation are probabilistic in nature, and their kinetics are sequence dependent.
One example is sequence-dependent transcriptional pausing. When they occur, these
events can aect the degree of uctuations of RNA and protein levels [30]. The
degree to which protein levels are aected varies from gene to gene as it is largely
dependent on how tightly transcription and translation are coupled.
To study the process of gene expression and propagation of uctuations between
RNA and proteins, one needs to be able to stochastically simulate coupled transcrip-
tion and translation. From the point of view of the actual simulation, the model
must allow the dierent RNA strands in the system to be dierentiated, since ribo-
somal trac depends on which RNA each ribosome is currently translating. That
is, the RNA nucleotides cannot be considered to be homogeneously distributed (and
thus interchangeable).
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3. SIMULATING CHEMICAL KINETICS WITH
DYNAMIC COMPARTMENTS
In this chapter, we present the algorithm developed to simulate the time-evolution
of a dynamically compartmentalized chemical reaction system. We implemented
these algorithms on top of the SGNS simulator[32]. The resulting program is what
was used to simulate the models in section 4.
When considering asymptotic runtimes, R represents the number of dierent
reaction channels in the system, S represents the number of sub-simulations in
the NRM (see section 3.2), and M represents the greatest outbound degree in the
reaction dependency graph (the graph depicting which propensities must be updated
when a given reaction res). The number of sub-simulations is expected to grow
linearly with the number of compartments (section 3.2.2), so S can be considered
to be the current number of compartments in the simulation.
Here, we assume that M vanishes with the number of reactions since no reactant
is expected to be involved in a non-vanishing number of reactions. It should be
noted that there are systems in which this assumption does not hold, such as a gene
network where RNA polymerases are involved in all transcription reactions. These
cases constitute a weakness in the current implementation, but we consider them to
be rare enough to disregard for now. For simplicity, propensity functions a(x) are
henceforth written as a.
3.1 Compartment Denition
The term compartment is used here in a loose sense, and does not strictly represent a
space which is clearly delineated from its environment, although such compartments
can be modeled as well. Compartments group a subset of reactants which interact
dierently with the rest of the reactants of the simulation. In this sense, compart-
ments act much like dierent labels used to dierentiate subsets of reactants from
each other. That is, reactant a in compartment P will react with other molecules
in P , but not with other reactants in compartment Q, including other a molecules.
To allow species within compartments to interact with the rest of the species in
the system at runtime, we introduce the notion of the compartment type. Every
compartment is of a single type. Reactions will be specied as occurring within
specic compartment types, and when the simulation is actually run, there will be
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a separate instance of each of these reactions occurring between reactants in each
compartment of the given type. We denote a molecular species a that is `contained'
in a compartment of type P as a@P .
Many compartments may exist in the environment in a hierarchy. For example,
DNA and RNA exist within the nucleus of a eukaryotic cell, which in turn exists
in the environment (which is the cell in this case). We will use this idea of a
`compartment type hierarchy' to construct a well-dened rule-based method to dene
inter-compartment reactions - reactions will be allowed to span vertically across the
hierarchy (between parents and children), but not horizontally (between siblings).
In this manner, a subcompartment (a child compartment) can only aect a sibling
indirectly by rst changing the supercompartment (its parent compartment).
The environment id treated as a special case. When the simulator is initialized,
there is a single compartment type, called Env, which represents the environment.
There is always a single compartment of type Env, and new Env's cannot be in-
stantiated or destroyed at runtime. Unless otherwise specied, all reactants and
reactions occur in Env, and all compartment types are contained in Env, either
directly or indirectly.
To illustrate this, consider a detailed model of transcription and translation [23],
taking place in a variable size population of prokaryotic cells. The compartment
type hierarchy might resemble Figure 3.1.
Env
Cell
RNA
Figure 3.1
Here, the cells are compartments in the normal sense - they have a well-dened
border through which molecules must pass before reacting with its contents. Thus,
there will be sets of diusion reactions between the Cell compartment type and Env.
The Gene and RNA compartments are not spatially-delineated compartments, and
so some reactions will have reactants in two compartments. For example, transla-
tion initiation will begin with a ribosome in the Cell compartment binding to the
Ribosome Binding Site in the RNA compartment. Since each RNA compartment is
distinct from the others, trac and other eects between elongating ribosomes can
be simulated correctly.
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3.2 Basic Simulation
We construct the simulation based on a combination of existing algorithms. The
overall simulation is controlled by the NRM, since it is an extremely exible discrete
event simulation that can accommodate other simulation algorithms into it. This
is accomplished by having the sub-simulations publish a next ring time to the
NRM, just as the reactions in the NRM have their next reaction time. The use of
the indexed priority queue in the NRM allows enough exibility to add and remove
sub-simulations at runtime.
The main simulation loop consists of the following steps:
1. Selection: The reaction/event and time of the event to occur next is deter-
mined. This step runs in constant time since the NRM stores the next event
to occur at the front of the indexed priority queue.
2. Execution: The reaction/event is performed, moving time forward and mod-
ifying the state of the simulation according to the type of the event that
occurred. Reaction propensities that depend on the changed state are agged
as `dirty'.
3. Update: The `dirty' propensities and timings - those that could aect the
timing of the next event - are recalculated and the changes are propagated
back up the data structures.
The Execution step takes as much time as the sub-simulation chosen in the Se-
lection step, and the Update step takes O(logS PS2dirty update(Si)), where S is
the number of sub-simulations in the system, and update(S) is the runtime of the
update step of the dirty sub-simulations. Therefore, for runtime considerations, the
execution times of the Execution and Update steps will be considered for each of
the sub-simulations.
Wait List
NRM
Inter-compartment
reactions
Compartment
reactions
Compartment
reactions
Figure 3.2: A schematic drawing of the structure of the simulator at a point in time where
the model has two compartments (Section 3.2.2) at dierent levels of the hierarchy with
at least one vertical reaction between them (Section 3.3.2).
In general, each sub-simulation will be a SSA running in one compartment. In
this sense, the NRM integrating the results of all the sub-simulations can be thought
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of as a Next Compartment Method. This setup is reminiscent of the FFM, with the
reaction families equal to the sets of reactions that can occur in each compartment.
In this case, we are using the NRM to be able to add or remove families of reactions
at runtime. Figure 3.2 depicts this construction with some of the sub-simulations
that will be introduced in the following sections.
3.2.1 Compartment Representation
Every compartment in the simulation is given its own state vector of species popu-
lations. Which species are present in a given compartment's state vector and their
layout depend on the compartment's type. This avoids allocating space for species
that do not exist in a given compartment. The possible reactions that occur within
each compartment are stored with the compartment type, along with the reaction
dependency graph which indicates which reactions' propensities must be agged as
dirty when the population of a given molecular species changes.
3.2.2 Simultaneous Simulation of Independent Compartments
Every compartment is given its own instance of a LDM partial sums tree, which will
integrate the propensities of all intra-compartment reactions that can occur therein
(cross-compartment reactions will be considered later). Each LDM simulation pub-
lishes its the time of it next reaction to the overall NRM simulation. The LDM tree
is therefore behaving as though it were a pseudo-reaction with propensity a0.
When a particular compartment has been selected in the Selection step, during
the Execution step, the exact reaction to occur is chosen by performing a binary
search through the tree of partial sums, as described by [19]. This takes time pro-
portional to the depth of the tree, or (logR) time. The reaction is then executed,
changing the values in the compartment's state vector. Each changed population
ags the dependent reaction propensities as dirty by traversing the reaction depen-
dency graph for the compartment type. Additionally, any delayed products must
be inserted into the wait list, an O(logR + logC) operation (see section 3.2.3).
If N is the number of molecular species whose population changed, and A is the
number of delayed products, the total runtime of the Execution step is therefore
O(logR +N(logR + logC) + A M). Since N and A are expected to be constant,
and M is expected to vanish with R, the overall runtime of the Execution step is
therefore O(logR + logC) with wait list additions, and O(logR) without.
The indices of the dirty propensities are stored in a singly-linked list during
the Execution step. To perform the Update step with as little eort as possible,
each propensity or partial sum is associated with a counter, Ci indicating the last
simulation step on which they were updated. The Update step is then performed as
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follows:
repeat
Let i = the index of the next dirty propensity or partial sum
Flag propensity i as clean by removing it from the dirty list
if Ci < current step then
Recalculate the propensity or partial sum i
Mark the parent partial sum as dirty
Ci  current step
end if
until no propensities or partial sums are dirty
Randomize or transform (by equation (2.25)) the next reaction time based on the
root of the partial sum tree
Publish the new next reaction time to the NRM
Since this algorithm updates M propensities and at most log2R partial sums per
updated propensity, its overall runtime is O(M logR+ log S). Since M is expected
to vanish with the system size, the runtime is O(logR + log S).
3.2.3 The Wait List
The wait list is a sub-simulation of the NRM, and is implemented as a binary heap.
Insertions and removals from the heap take O(logW ), where W is the total number
of molecules on the wait list. SinceW is expected to grow at most linearly with RC,
insertions and removals from the heap can be considered to take O(logR + logC)
time. The Execution step of the wait list sub-simulation then takes O(1) time since
the next wait list event is readily available at the top of the heap, and the Update
step takes O(logR + logC) time. During another sub-simulation's Execution step,
elements may be added to the wait list. This will make the other sub-simulation's
Execution runtime to be O(logR+ logC) as well, provided the number of elements
added per step is constant.
To accommodate dierent compartments, every entry in the wait list includes the
compartment in which the molecule is to be released. This has the side eect that,
without an additional data structure, the entire wait list must be searched when a
compartment is destroyed, an O(RC) operation. Here, we consider compartment
construction and destruction as suciently rare events to neglect this. One means
to solve this problem would be to construct individual wait lists per compartment,
segregating the structures that need to be destroyed.
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3.3 Inter-Compartment Reactions
The previous section described how intra-compartment reactions are simulated in
worst-case logarithmic time per simulation step. This section discusses the imple-
mentation of reactions that span between compartments. As mentioned above, hori-
zontal reactions in the compartment hierarchy (those that have reactants or products
in two dierent compartments at the same level in the hierarchy) are presently not
allowed.
3.3.1 Simulating Vertical Reactions
To implement vertical reactions, we must rst dene exactly how such a system
should behave. Suppose we have the system of reactions:
a@P + b@Q
c1
GGGGA z@Q (3.1)
b@Q+ c@R
c2
GGGGA z@P (3.2)
a@P + b@Q+ c@R
c3
GGGGA z@R (3.3)
b@Q
c4
GGGGA z@P (3.4)
a@P
c5
GGGGA z@Q (3.5)
where P , Q and R are compartment types and a, b, c and z are molecular species. If
Q compartments are contained within a P compartment, and R compartments are
contained within Q compartment, these reactions are clearly span vertically across
the compartment hierarchy.
P
Q1
R2
a
R1
Q2
R3
a
b b
c c
c
b
Figure 3.3: An example of the state of the system at some point in time, with compartments
shown as rectangles and reactants shown as circles.
Suppose further that the current state of the system is as depicted in Figure 3.3.
To simulate this system, we must dene a means to calculate the propensity of the
above three reactions. In words, reaction (3.1) represents a reaction between an a
molecule in a P compartment, and a bmolecule in aQ compartment that is contained
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in the P compartment, which produces a z molecule in the same Q compartment.
We thus introduce the notion that a particular vertical reaction `occurs' in the lowest
level compartment in which it has a reactant or product. Propensities of vertical
reactions are then calculated only from the possible combinations of reactants in the
compartment the reaction occurs in and its containing compartments. This implies
that there is a separate propensity for each lowest-level compartment that a vertical
reaction reacts in.
If we extend the homogeneous assumption of the SSA to compartments (that
is, Q compartments within P are always homogeneously distributed), we can now
write the propensity of the vertical reaction (3.1) in terms of Xb@Q, the number of b
molecules in a given Q compartment, and Xa@P , the number of a molecules in the
P compartment that contains the Q compartment. The propensity a1 of reaction
(3.1) is then:
a1 = c1Xa@PXb@Q
Extending this to reactions (3.2) and (3.3) gives the other propensities as follows:
a2 = c2Xb@QXc@R
a3 = c3Xa@PXb@QXc@R
a4 = c4Xb@Q
a5 = c5Xa@P
Note that reaction (3.2) produces z in a dierent compartment from any of its
reactants. The P compartment is implied to be the compartment containing the Q
compartment containing the R compartment in which the reaction occurs.
Reaction (3.1) therefore cannot occur in Q1, but has propensity 6c1 in Q2. Sim-
ilarly, reaction (3.2) will not occur in compartments R1 or R2, but has propensity
3c2 to occur in R3. Reaction (3.3) can only occur in R3, with propensity 6c3.
A straightforward way to implement vertical reactions would be to include the
propensities of each of these reactions with the propensities of the intra-compartment
reactions that can occur in each of the compartments. The LDM running in each
compartment will then select these reactions to occur with the correct probabilities
and in O(logR + logC) time. Since multiple reaction propensities in subcompart-
ments depend on a single number (the populations of a molecule in the subcompart-
ments' common supercompartment), a change in the population of the molecule in
the supercompartment will cause the LDM update logic to be called once for each
subcompartment. This will render the Update step O(C logR), an unacceptable
linear scaling on the number of compartments.
The aforementioned problem only aects vertical reactions with reactants at dif-
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ferent levels of the compartment hierarchy. Reaction (3.4) can safely be implemented
by adding its propensity to the intra-compartment LDM tree. However, reaction
(3.5) cannot since it occurs in the Q compartment, and therefore needs one in-
stance per Q compartment, yet its rate depends on the amount of a molecules in
the containing P compartment.
3.3.2 Logarithmic Time Complexity
Some of the reaction systems that this simulator was developed for have large
amounts of dierent compartments in the system at a given time. The linear scaling
in section 3.3.1 of the Update step with the number of compartments is therefore
expected to have serious performance implications.
Let us consider a compartment P that contains C subcompartments Q1:::QC ,
between which reaction (3.1) can occur. If Xa is the population of a molecules in
compartment P , and Xkb is the population of b molecules in compartment Qk, then
the propensity ak1 of the instance of this reaction in the Qk compartment is equal
to XaX
k
b c1. As in equation (2.13), we can write the total propensity a1 that any
instance of this reaction will occur in any Q subcompartment as:
a1 =
CX
k=1
ak1 =
CX
k=1
XaX
k
b c1 = Xac1
CX
k=1
Xkb (3.6)
We observe from (3.6) that a1 can be factored into two terms: c1Xa and
PC
k=1X
k
b .
If the calculation of a1 is then broken into two parts, one which calculated c1Xa and
one which calculates and stores u1 =
P
k=1X
k
b , then a1 can be readily recalculated
with c1Xau1 if Xa changes. We therefore introduce a new data structure: the
factored tree of partial sums. This structure resembles the LDM's tree of partial
sums, with the propensities of each reaction occurring in the supercompartment as
leaves of the tree. We then extend it to include separate trees of partial sums for
the calculation of ui for each reaction.
This data structure is illustrated in Figure 3.4. The illustrated system has four
vertical reactions possible between one parent compartment and three subcompart-
ments. In this example, Xa does not specically represent the number of molecules
of a, but the reaction's reactant that exists in the supercompartment. Similarly, Xkb
represents the number of molecules of the reaction's reactant in the subcompart-
ment.
This data structure constitutes a second sub-simulation whose next reaction times
are chosen in a similar manner to the LDM sub-simulation (section 3.2.2). The sub-
simulation is instantiated once for each compartment that can contain subcompart-
ments with which it has spanning multimolecular reactions. Upon the instantiation
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Figure 3.4: Example of the factored partial sums data structure, partway through a sim-
ulation with four reactions with reactants in two dierent compartments. (A) The tree
of partial sums calculating the total propensity of all four vertical reactions involving this
compartment. The gray line denotes the point where the number of molecules Xa of the
reactant in the supercompartment is factored into the nal propensity ai. The partial sums
are denoted sj . (B) Example of the tree of partial sums rooted at each ui in (A), which
calculates part of the total propensity function for reaction Ri.
of a subcompartment which contains reactants that can react with molecules in this
compartment, the compartment must be added to all trees of partial sums. The
space requirements of this data structure are the same as storing the R propensities
in the C intra-compartment partial sum trees: (RC).
During the Selection step, a binary search is rst performed across the tree of
partial sums to select which reaction occurs, then the value of Ua0 is scaled by
X 1a c
 1
i , and a second binary search is performed to select which compartment the
selected reaction occurs in. The amount of work performed is proportional to the
sum of the depths of the two trees, (logR + logC).
Since at most log2R + log2C partial sums must be updated for each of M dirty
propensities, the runtime of the Update step will be O(M(logR+logC)). Since the
modication of the supercompartment's molecule's population now marks only one
position in the tree of partial sums as dirty, M is expected to vanish with R and C,
making the nal runtime O(logR+ logC). Trimolecular reactions and above which
contain reactants at three or more levels of the compartment hierarchy will require
extra trees of partial sums, one for each level of the compartment hierarchy which
they have reactants in.
We note that similar runtime bounds can be achieved with a similar factorization
scheme constructed with a NRM-like approach. This approach was not pursued here
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due to its added complexity. In this scheme, a NRM sub-simulation would contain
its own time variable tP which would advance such that dtP = Xadt. Care would
need to be taken to have the sub-simulation publish its next reaction times in the
global simulation time frame which are generated from tP .
3.4 Dynamic Compartments
Thus far, we have a simulator that is capable of simultaneously simulating the
chemical kinetics within and between a xed set of compartments. This section
discusses the implementation of dynamic creation and destruction of compartments.
3.4.1 Compartment Creation
Compartment creation is represented by the following reaction type:
reactants GGA @Q (3.7)
When this reaction occurs, a new compartment of type Q is initialized with all
species populations set to 0, and added to the system. Reactants are removed
from the respective compartments according to the reaction stoichiometry. A new
LDM tree of partial sums is constructed to handle the new compartment's intra-
compartment reactions, any factored trees of partial sums from section 3.3.2 in-
volving this compartment are created or expanded to handle vertical reactions. All
created sub-simulations then generate their next occurrence time and publish this
to the NRM.
The compartment production reaction occurs in the compartment above it. That
is, the level of the compartment hierarchy that the @Q product entails is one level
above the Q compartment type. If Q compartments are contained in P compart-
ments, then reaction (3.7) would then be considered to be an intra-compartment
reaction in P compartments.
The state of the new compartment can be initialized by adding products after
the compartment construction product as in:
reactants GGA @Q+ 10a@Q+ 2b@Q (3.8)
When this reaction occurs, it places 10 a molecules and 2 b molecules in the new
Q compartment.
Since the creation of new compartments must initialize every reaction in the new
compartment, it takes at least 
(R) time. The new sub-simulations must each add
themselves to the NRM, each an O(logC) operation. If V sub-simulations must
be added for a given compartment, the compartment creation operation is then
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O(R + V logC). V is constant so long as the depth of the compartment hierarchy
is roughly constant with system size, a rather safe assumption, in which case this
operation takes O(R + logC).
3.4.2 Compartment Destruction
Compartment destruction is represented by the following reaction type:
@Q GGA products (3.9)
When this reaction occurs, the Q compartment it occurs in is removed from the
system. All sub-simulations associated to the compartment are dismantled and re-
moved from the NRM. Any product on the wait list that targets this compartment
must also be removed, implying a linear search through the O(RC) products on the
wait list. If V is the number of sub-simulations removed, the runtime is therefore
O(V logC + RC). If a separate wait list is used per compartment, this bound be-
comes O(V logC). As with compartment creation, V is expected to be constant with
system size, in which case these bounds become O(RC) and O(logC), respectively.
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4. MODELS AND RESULTS
4.1 The  bacteriophage
The  bacteriophage behavior upon invading an E. coli cell is the most well studied
genetic decision circuits[1]. As mentioned in the background, after infecting a cell,
a decision takes place between cell death (lysis) and viral dormancy (lysogeny) [29].
During the decision, the genetic circuit of the viral genes processes a number of
signals from the cell, the environment, and other viruses in the cell. Arkin and
coworkers [1] showed that these factors alone do not explain the outcome of the
decision - stochasticity in gene expression also plays a role.
In [45], the authors examined the infection process at the individual phage level
with sucient spatiotemporal resolution to quantify the relevant kinetic parameters
and to evaluate the contribution of each parameter in cell-fate heterogeneity. It was
discovered that the cell fate decisions were consistent with each phage making an
individual decision of which pathway to take, and then having the decisions of all
viruses in a single cell integrated in a noise-free manner, such that only a unanimous
`vote' by all viruses leads to lysogeny.
The latter observation implies that, if one is to build an accurate model of this
process, one needs to simulate the dynamics of each virus in the cell independently,
and then be able to combine their dynamics in the decision making process between
lysis and lysogeny. The simulator proposed in this thesis is able to perform this, as
it allows the separate simulation of the dynamics of the gene network of each virus
independently, and then transportation of the products of gene expression to the
cell compartment. The joint decision is then reinterpreted by the viruses. Here, we
implement this model to demonstrate that the simulator can model this.
4.1.1 Model
In this model of the  bacteriophage's decision circuit, we opted to use the modeling
approach of [34]. In this strategy, gene expression is modeled as a two-step process,
with multiple dierent delays used on the reaction products to mimic the interme-
diate steps. The decision itself is performed by the interactions of three genes, Cro,
CI and CII[1]. We denote the promoters of these genes as Proxx, where xx is Cro,
CI or CII, and the ribosome binding sites of their mRNA products as RBSxx. We
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have three compartment types in this model: the environment, the cell, and the
phage. For brevity, here we denote a molecule that is in a cell compartment as C
and a molecule in a phage compartment as P . The reactions modeling the gene
expression of the three viral genes involved in the decision are:
ProPRM +RNAp
C
kt
GGGGA ProPRM(p) + RNAp
C(pol) + RBS
C
CI(p) (4.1)
ProRM  2CIIP +RNApC
kt
GGGGA ProRM  2CIIP (p) + RNApC(pol) + RBSCCI(p)
(4.2)
RBSCCI +Rib
C
ktrans
GGGGA RBSCCI(rbs) + Rib
C(Rib) + CI
C(Rib) (4.3)
ProPL +RNAp
C
kt
GGGGA ProPL(p) + RNAp
C(pol) + RBS
C
Cro(p) + RBS
C
CII(p)
(4.4)
RBSCCro +Rib
C
ktrans
GGGGA RBSCCro(rbs) + Rib
C(Rib) + Cro
C(Rib) (4.5)
RBSCCro +Rib
C
ktrans
GGGGA RBSCCro(rbs) + Rib
C(Rib) + Cro
C(Rib) (4.6)
The expression products all degrade with constant probability per unit time:
RBSCCro
krbsd
GGGGA (4.7)
RBSCCI
krbsd
GGGGA (4.8)
RBSCCII
krbsd
GGGGA (4.9)
CroC
kCrod
GGGGA (4.10)
CIC
kCId
GGGGA (4.11)
CIIC
kCIId
GGGGA (4.12)
All three protein products dimerize before binding to the viral DNA to regulate
downstream genes. To account for this, we modied the probability of these binding
reactions to simulate the dimerization. This was accomplished by multiplying their
propensity with a hill function on the molecule's population with coecient 2. These
bimolecular reactions also have their propensity scaled by the inverse of the cell
length l to account for the cell size eects noted in [39]. The length was modeled
as a separate species which starts with a population of 100 and causes the cell to
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divide when it reaches 200. The interactions between the genes are as follows:
ProPRM + Cro
C
kCrobind=l
GGGGA
DGGGG
kCrounbind
ProRM  2CroP (4.13)
ProRM  2CroP
kCrod
GGGGA ProPRM (4.14)
ProPL + CI
C
kCIbind=l
GGGGA
DGGGG
kCIunbind
ProL  2CIP (4.15)
ProL  2CIP
kCId
GGGGA ProPL (4.16)
ProPRM + CII
C
kCIIbind=l
GGGGA
DGGGG
kCIIunbind
ProRM  2CIIP (4.17)
ProRM  2CIIP
kCIId
GGGGA ProPRM (4.18)
(4.19)
We model the population of cells with the following reactions:
split :@Cell + l GGGGA @Cell (4.20)
CroC

+@Cell
klysis
GGGGA 150Phage (4.21)
Phage
kinfect
GGGGA @Phage+ ProPRM + Pro
P
L (4.22)
kgrowth
GGGGA l (4.23)
These reactions model cell division (4.20) which creates new Cell compartments,
lysis (4.21) which destroys Cell compartments, infection (4.22) which creates a new
Phage compartment, and cell growth (4.23). Here, reaction (4.20) divides all pop-
ulations of proteins, phages, and the length binomially between the old and new
Cell compartments (denoted as split : @Cell). Its propensity function is also set to
be non-zero only when the population of l exceeds 200. Similarly, the propensity
of reaction (4.21) is set to be only non-zero when the Cro protein has reached 45
proteins in the cell. This was set to match the levels in [1]. The constants used in
this model are shown in Table 4.1.
4.1.2 Results
We rst test whether or not the model is able to reproduce the diering decision
behavior in small and large cells observed in [39]. To do this, we simulated static
populations of cells with lengths randomly chosen in the ranges 100-150 (short cells)
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Constant Value Constant Value
kt 0.05 k
Cro
bind 0.00025
krbsd 1/600 k
Cro
unbind 0.0005
kCrod 0.000245 k
CI
bind 0.00025
kCId 0.0007 k
CI
unbind 0.00005
kCIId 0.007 k
CII
bind 0.0025
p 32 k
CII
unbind 0.0025
rbs 1 klysis 1/1800
pol 56 kinfect 1/300
Rib 25 kgrowth 1/18
Table 4.1: Reaction constants and timing parameters for the -phage model. Reaction
constants (kxx) are given in s
 1 and delays (xx) are given in s. Values are set to match
[1] and [46].
and 150-200 (long cells). The results of the simulations and the decision behavior
measured in [45] are shown in Figure 4.1A. Good agreement is observed between
the model's behavior and the measured phage behavior.
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Figure 4.1: (A) The chance of a viral infection taking the lysogenic pathway upon infecting
a cell. Measurements from [45] (triangles) are shown with the prediction from the model
(circles). Data is shown for short cells (l < 150, gray) and long cells (l  150, black). (B)
Amount of live cells over time in a run of the -phage model (black line). The number of
lyses occurring over time is also shown (smoothed and scaled for visibility, gray line).
We then simulated the population level model, with an additional restriction:
the growth reaction (4.23) was limited by the availability of a molecular species
in the environment we called food, which is produced with constant propensity
during the simulation. This limiting factor was put in place to avoid an uncontrolled
exponential explosion of the number of compartments in the simulation in the case
where the phage does not kill all the cells. Figure 4.1B shows a time series of the
number of live cells over time. The simulation shows that a stable population of
cells can exist even in the presence of the viral infection. We looked for this feature
in several dierent parameter sets and found that the stable population exists for a
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large parameter range (data not shown).
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Figure 4.2: Runtime per reaction step against the total number of reaction steps taken by
the -phage model with varying numbers of cells present in the simulation. Cell counts
were varied by changing the mean rate of food production from 0.1 to 50. The O(logC)
scaling of the simulator is visible here, with the simulator taking twice as long per step to
simulate models with two orders of magnitude more compartments.
Since this model uses a large amount of dynamic compartments over the course
of the simulation, it is useful to test the logarithmic scaling of the simulation with
the number of compartments. To vary the number of compartments, we varied
the propensity of the food creation reaction, which produced more or less cells
(compartments) in the stable population. Since the total number of reaction steps
performed should scale roughly as O(RC), when R is held constant, the total number
of steps can be used as a proxy for the mean number of compartments in the system
at a given time. Figure 4.2 shows the mean time to complete each reaction step
against the total number of reaction steps. The trend appears to grow slightly faster
than linear on a linear-log plot, consistent with O(logC) scaling on the number of
compartments with a little extra time lost due to O(R) compartment construction
and destruction. At the far left of the graph, the simulations complete too quickly,
and the initialization time becomes non-negligible, inating the measured runtime
per step.
4.2 Transcription and Translation in Prokaryotes
We simulate a model of transcription rst proposed in [33]. This model of transcrip-
tion is at the nucleotide level and aims to simulate the kinetics of the RNA poly-
merase as it transcribes a gene. The initial step of transcription initiation is modeled
as a delayed event so as to accommodate the kinetics of the closed and open complex
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formation. The model additionally includes dynamically relevant events in stepwise
elongation such as transcriptional pauses, arrests, error correction, premature termi-
nation, pyrophosphorolysis and trac (that is, collisions between elongating RNA
polymerases). Recently, this model was extended [23] to include a single nucleotide
model of translation as well. This process is coupled with transcription as it can
initiate as soon as the ribosome binding site region of the RNA is produced, and in-
cludes events in translation elongation such as ribosomal pauses, back-translocation,
rare codons, trans-translation, fall-o and trac between ribosomes.
4.2.1 Model of Transcription
In this model, each nucleotide (whether DNA or RNA) is represented by several
chemical species, each of which always exists in populations of 0 or 1, which describe
the various nucleotide's `state'. The state depends on the status of the activity
of an elongating RNA Polymerase (denoted RNAp) or Ribosome (denoted Rib).
Unoccupied DNA nucleotides are denoted Un where n is the nucleotide index in the
range [1; nlast] and nlast is the length of the sequence.
When an RNAp is bound to the DNA and its active site is at the n'th nucleotide,
we write the nucleotide's state as On. After the RNAp has attached the complemen-
tary ribonucleotide to the elongating RNA, it is said to be activated and the state
is then denoted An. Ranges of nucleotides such as U[start;end] denote all nucleotides
in that state with indices from start to end. Finally, the nucleotide states Onp , Onar
and Oncorrecting denote occupied nucleotides when the RNAp is paused, arrested, or
error correcting, respectively. The amount of nucleotides from the RNAp's active
site that fall under the RNAp as it moves along the DNA (the RNAp `footprint') is
denoted by RNAp.
The reactions modeling transcription are as follows [33]:
Pro + RNAp
kinit
GGGGA RNAp  Pro(oc) + @R (4.24)
RNAp  Pro
km
GGGGA O1 + Pro (4.25)
An +Un+RNAp+1
km
GGGGA On+1 +Un RNAp +U
R
n RNAp (4.26)
On
ka
GGGGA An (4.27)
On
kp
GGGGA
DGGGG
1=p
Onp (4.28)
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Onp +An 2RNAp 1
0:8km
GGGGA On +An 2 1 (4.29)
Onp +An 2RNAp 1
0:2km
GGGGA Onp +On 2RNAp 1 (4.30)
On
kar
GGGGA
DGGGG
1=at
Onar (4.31)
On
kec
GGGGA
DGGGG
1=c
Oncorrecting (4.32)
On +@R
kpre
GGGGA RNAp + U[n RNAp;n+RNAp]

RibR

Rib
(4.33)
On +Un RNAp 1 +U
R
n RNAp 1
kpyro
GGGGA On 1 +Un+RNAp 1 (4.34)
Anlast
kf
GGGGA RNAp + U[nlast;nlast RNAp] (4.35)
@R
kdr
GGGGA (4.36)
The reaction constants for these reactions have been chosen to closely match the
transcription kinetics of the LacZ gene, and are shown in Table 4.2. These re-
actions model transcription initiation (4.24), promoter open complex formation
(4.25), movement along the template (4.26), elongation (4.27), pausing (4.28), colli-
sions between elongating and paused polymerases (4.29,4.30), arrests (4.31), editing
(4.32), premature termination (4.33), pyrophosphorolysis (4.34), completion (4.35)
and degradation (4.36). Since there may be elongating ribosomes on the RNA tem-
plate at the time that reaction (4.33) occurs, and these ribosomes will not be able to
complete their proteins since the RNA is incomplete, we `move' the elongating ribo-
somes in the RNA compartment (RibR) to the environment compartment, denoted
as

RibR

Rib.
The degradation reaction (4.36) actually encompasses several reactions. RNA
is degraded when an RNase binds to the RNA and degrades it from the 5' end to
the 3' end. This implies that any currently elongating ribosomes on the RNA have
a chance to complete their proteins before the RNA is nally degraded. Reaction
(4.36) therefore represents several reactions which degrade the nucleotides one at a
time and only actually destroy the RNA compartment upon complete degradation.
An example of a simulation of this model is shown in Figure 4.3A. Parameter
values were obtained from measurements in E. coli for the LacZ gene, since the
dynamics of transcription and translation have been extensively studied for it. The
LacZ gene has 3072 nucleotides and its transcription is controlled by the lac operon.
In this simulation, transcription is not repressed. Thus, provided that the promoter
is available for transcription, the expected time for a transcription event to start
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Constant Value Reference
kinit 0.015 [46]
km 114 [6]
ka 114 if n > 10 [6]
ka 30 if n  10 [6]
kp 0:55 [15]
kar 0.00028 [33]
kec 0.008 [15]
kpre 0.00019 [18]
kpyro 0.75 [7]
kf 2 [16]
kdr 0.011 [44]
oc  N (40; 4) [46]
p 3 [15]
ar 100 [33]
c 5 [15]
Table 4.2: Reaction constants and timing parameters for the single nucleotide model of
transcription of the LacZ gene. Reaction constants (kxx) are given in s
 1 and delays are
given in s. N (; ) is a normally distributed random number with mean  and variance
2.
is approximately 2.5 s. The promoter open complex formation step, with a mean
duration of 40 s [24], is thus the major limiting factor of transcription events in these
conditions.
Figure 4.3A shows, for a time window of 400 seconds, the positions (y-axis) over
time of several RNAp molecules on the DNA template. Transcription elongation
is visibly stochastic, with events such as arrests (for example at t =  450s)
and ubiquitous pauses. Several collisions between RNAp molecules are also visible,
caused in part by these events. Note that one RNAp never overtakes another on the
template.
Figure 4.3B shows the distribution of the time intervals between transcription ini-
tiation events. This distribution is Gaussian-like due to the open complex formation
step. The tail on the right side of the distribution is mainly due to the contribution
of the time it takes for the RNAp to bind to the template, since it is a bimolecular
reaction with an exponential waiting time with a mean of 2.5 s.
Figure 4.3C shows the distribution of intervals between transcription completion
events in the same simulation as Figure 4.3B. This distribution is appreciably dif-
ferent from that of Figure 4.3B due to the stochastic events during transcription
elongation. Pauses, arrests and other stochastic events cause the distribution to be
bimodal, resulting in bursty dynamics (many short intervals and some long inter-
vals). When these probabilistic events occur to some RNA polymerase molecules,
they signicantly alter the distances in the strand between consecutive polymerases.
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Figure 4.3: Example simulation of the single nucleotide model of the LacZ gene. (A) The
progression of multiple RNAps moving along the DNA template. Pauses, arrests and trac
can be seen. (B) Distribution of time between subsequent initiations of transcription. (C)
Distribution of time between subsequent completions of transcription. Figure from [23].
For example, when one polymerase pauses, its distance to the preceding one in-
creases, while the distance to subsequent ones shortens, allowing completion events
to be separated by intervals shorter than the promoter delay.
To control the level of expression of this model, we introduce the following reac-
tion:
Pro + Rep
krep
GGGGA
DGGGG
kunrep
Pro  Rep (4.37)
This reaction models the repression of the promoter by some transcription factor.
The level of expression can then be controlled by changing the number of repressors
in the simulation.
4.2.2 Model of Translation
In the stepwise model of translation elongation, the transcribed RNA nucleotides
are treated in a similar manner to the DNA nucleotides, except that they are placed
inside an RNA compartment denoted R. Thus, when transcription is initiated by an
RNAp binding to the gene's promoter sequence (Pro) in reaction (4.24), a new RNA
compartment is created. URi , O
R
i , and A
R
i respectively denote unoccupied, occupied
and activated ribonucleotides in an RNA compartment. These nucleotides are added
to the compartment one at a time by the RNAp in reaction (4.26). When enough
ribonucleotides have been transcribed, translation can begin. The single-nucleotide
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Reaction Constant Value Reference
ktrans_init 0:33 [27]
ktm 1000 [42]
ktransA 35 [27]
ktransB 8 [27]
ktransC 4:5 [27]
kbt 1:5 [36]
kdrop 0.000114 [17]
ktt 0.000052 [28]
ktrans_f 2 [27]
kfold 0.0024 [4]
kdec 0.0017 [4]
Table 4.3: Reaction constants (in s) for the single nucleotide model of translation of the
LacZ gene and protein.
translation reactions are as follows:
Rib + UR[1;Rib+1]
ktrans_init
GGGGGGA OR1 +Rib
R (4.38)
ARn 3 +U
R
[n+Rib 3;n+Rib 1]
ktm
GGGGA ORn 2 (4.39)
ORn 2
ktm
GGGGA ORn 1 (4.40)
ORn 1
ktm
GGGGA ORn +U
R
[n Rib 2;n Rib] (4.41)
ORn
ktransfA;B;Cg
GGGGGGGGGA ARn (4.42)
ORn +U
R
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
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
Rib (4.45)
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ktrans_f
GGGGGA Rib + UR[nlast;nlast Rib] + Pprem (4.46)
Pprem
kfold
GGGGA P (4.47)
P
kdec
GGGGA (4.48)
The reaction constants for these reactions for the LacZ gene are shown in Table
4.3. The model of translation contains reactions for translation initiation (4.38),
3-step translocation (4.39, 4.40, 4.41), protein elongation (4.42), back-translocation
(4.43), premature termination (4.44), trans-translation (4.45), translation comple-
tion (4.47), protein folding (4.47) and protein decay or degradation (4.48).
The reaction constants and timings shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 are primarily
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Figure 4.4: Example simulation of the single nucleotide model of the LacZ gene. (A)
The progression of multiple ribosomes moving along the RNA template. The gray area
denotes the part of the RNA strand that has not yet been transcribed. A long arrest of the
RNAp is visible at t = 50s, causing ribosomal trac. (B) Distribution of time intervals
between subsequent translation initiations on a single RNA strand. (C) Distribution of time
intervals between subsequent translation completions in a model with a long transcriptional
arrest at the same time as in (A) (gray bars). The distribution without the transcriptional
arrest is shown for comparison (black line). Figure from [23].
for the LacZ gene in E. coli. The model of translation, however, contains some
parameters which are specic to each codon in the sequence. This allows the model
to contain rare codons, which take longer to translate either due to lower amounts
of the corresponding transfer RNA (tRNA), or due to the tRNA wobble eect in the
third nucleotide[27]. This is encoded by the variable reaction constant of reaction
(4.42). Sequence-dependent rarity eects can then be captured by the model.
A time series similar to Figure 4.3A showing ribosomes binding to the RNA
as it is being elongated by the RNAp is shown in Figure 4.4A. In this case, a
long arrest occurred at t = 50s, causing a large amount of ribosomal trac and
illustrating the coupling between transcription and translation in prokaryotes. The
distribution of time intervals between subsequent translation initiations is shown
in Figure 4.4B, and the corresponding distribution of intervals between subsequent
protein completions in the presence of the long transcriptional arrest is shown in
Figure 4.4C. When the long transcriptional arrest is present, the distribution of
completion intervals diers appreciably.
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4.2.3 Results: Dynamics of the model and performance of
the simulator
We compared the kinetics of translation of the model to measurements of trans-
lation elongation in three engineered E. coli strains. These strains were designed
to enhance queue formation and trac in translation [38] by inserting regions of
suspected slow-to-translate codons into the gene sequence. The speed of translation
elongation was measured by subjecting the cells to a pulse of radioactive methion-
ines, and then measuring the subsequent level of radioactivity incorporated into the
produced proteins in the population in the minutes that followed the pulse.
Given the dierences between the genes in the three strands, the authors hy-
pothesized that the translation elongation speed of the three strands would dier,
since the rate of incorporation of an amino acid depends on which synonymous
codon codes for it[38]. The cells where translation is faster will thus be expected to
have higher levels of radioactivity in the translated proteins sooner than the cells
with the slow-to-translate sequences, as more radiolabeled amino acids have been
incorporated in a xed time interval.
We built the single nucleotide model of each of the three sequences, adding re-
actions to count the incorporation of radioactive methionines in each protein. We
then measured the total incorporation of radioactivity at the same time points after
the pulse as in [38]. The results in Figure 4.5A show good agreement between the
incorporation predicted by the model with the measurements [23, 38].
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Figure 4.5: (A) Measurements of the incorporation of radioactive methionines into proteins
over time (crosses, triangles and circles), and the corresponding predictions of the model
(lines). Figure from [23]. (B) Noise (measured by CV 2, the variance over the mean
squared) in mRNA levels for varying eective transcription initiation rates. The mRNA
degradation rate is set so that the mean mRNA levels at steady state are identical in all
cases. Figure from [23].
Next, we investigated the propagation of uctuations in RNA levels to protein
levels. We simulated the model for varying eective rates of transcription initiation.
This rate is determined by the basal rate of transcription initiation (kt), which
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determines the binding anity of the RNAp to the transcription start site, and by
the strength of repression of transcription (how often Pro is available for reaction
(4.24)). Thus, to vary this rate, we vary the number of repressor molecules present
in the system. Three sets of simulations were performed with dierent rates of
translation initiation. In E. coli genes, this rate is believed to be determined by
the RBS sequence [43]. To study changes in the level of the noise in the absence
of changes in mean levels, we xed the mean RNA and protein numbers at steady
state by changing the mRNA and protein degradation rates.
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Figure 4.6: (A) Noise (measured by CV 2) in protein levels for varying eective tran-
scription initiation rates and three dierent rates of translation initiation. mRNA and
protein degradation rates are set so that the mean mRNA and mean protein levels at
steady state are identical in all cases. Figure from [23]. (B) Normalized maximum corre-
lation between RNA and protein time series. The higher the rate of translation initiation
(and thus higher protein degradation to keep the mean the same), the more correlated the
uctuations in protein and RNA levels become, as measured by the normalized maximum
correlation. This is because the protein levels follow any uctuations in the RNA levels
faster. Similarly, increasing the rate of transcription initiation, while maintaining the rate
of translation initiation constant, decreases the correlation between uctuations in protein
and RNA levels.
For each set of values of the two reaction constants, we performed 100 independent
simulations. Depending on these rates, the mean time to reach steady state diers.
Each case is simulated for long enough to reach steady state and for an additional
100 000 s after that. The time series of the 100 simulations for each set of parameter
values is concatenated into one time series, from which the noise is quantied. This
number of long simulations is necessary to properly sample the system due to the
stochasticity of the underlying processes.
In Figure 4.5B, the CV 2 of mRNA time series for varying rates of transcription
initiation is shown. Noise decreases as this rate increases due to the promoter
open complex formation step. Without this event, the distribution of time intervals
between transcription initiation events would be exponential, and noise in RNA
numbers would not vary signicantly. However, with this step, if the expected
time for an RNAp to bind to the free promoter is faster than the duration of the
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promoter open complex formation, then the distribution of time intervals becomes
Gaussian-like.
No measurements have yet been made of the propagation of noise in mRNA levels
to protein levels. Nevertheless, it is possible to create a robust estimate, provided
reasonable assumptions on the nature of the underlying processes. Our model allows
for a direct assessment. Figure 4.6A shows the noise in protein levels, for varying
rate of transcription initiation and three rates of translation initiation. The data
was obtained from the same simulations used to generate the results in Figure 4.5B.
In general, increasing the rate of transcription initiation decreases the noise in
protein levels due to the decrease of noise in mRNA levels. Increasing the rate of
translation initiation increases the noise in protein levels. This nding has not yet
been experimentally validated by direct means.
From these results, we nd that the degree of coupling between transcription and
translation is likely to aect the noise in protein levels. This can be veried by
computing the normalized maximum correlation between time-series of protein and
mRNA levels for each set of parameter values (Figure 4.6B). Comparing this and
the previous gure, higher correlation values occur in the regime of higher noise in
the protein levels. Therefore, the principal source of this noise is the uctuations in
RNA levels.
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Figure 4.7: Runtime per reaction step against the number of reactions in the single nu-
cleotide model with a varying number of nucleotides. The O(logR) scaling of the simulator
is visible here, as the time per reaction step doubled as the number of reactions was scaled
50 times by changing the number of nucleotides from 100 to 5000 nucleotides.
Given that one of the goals of this thesis is to produce an ecient simulator, we
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now turn our attention to testing its eciency when simulating the single nucleotide
model. We did this by simulating the model of random sequences of varying length.
Since the model introduces a constant number of reactions per nucleotide, we expect
to nd a logarithmic dependence between the number of nucleotides simulated and
the runtime per reaction step.
From a single run each, we calculated the mean time to complete each reaction
step for models with 100 to 5000 nucleotides (Figure 4.7). The result is a straight
line on a log-linear plot, indicating that the simulator does scale logarithmically with
the number of reactions. We note that strangely, the extra expected runtime per
reaction step that is expected to appear due to the compartments remaining in the
system longer (they cannot be destroyed until all ribosomes are clear) is not visible
in the plot.
The results demonstrate that the simulator is capable of simulating models with
a large number of nucleotides in a reasonable timeframe. For example, the simulator
running the model with 5000 nucleotides, which contains 83187 reactions, was able
to simulate 5.3 million reaction steps in 35 s of real time on a common desktop
computer.
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5. DISCUSSION
In this thesis we described a new simulator of stochastic chemical kinetics where
the spaces in which the chemical reactions occur, and the reactant species therein,
can be created and removed during the simulation. This allows the simulation of
complex biochemical processes such as the coupled processes of transcription and
translation in prokaryotes and the individual decisions by each  bacteriophage in
a bacterium.
The dynamics of the simulated systems are based on stochastic chemical kinetics.
Specically, they are based on the Chemical Master Equation (CME) and a Monte
Carlo algorithm to exactly sample the CME, the Stochastic Simulation Algorithm
(SSA). The simulator is built upon the most ecient algorithms available for the
exact SSA, taking into consideration the nature of the biological systems it is de-
signed to simulate. The overall runtime if the simulation is O(logR + logC) per
reaction step, where R is the number of reactions in the system and C is the number
of compartments. To guarantee this bound in the presence of reactions spanning
multiple compartments, a new data structure was introduced, the factored tree of
partial sums (Section 3.3.2).
In comparison to previous simulators of stochastic chemical kinetics driven by
biological motivations, the new simulator adds in that it allows the creation and de-
struction of compartments and sub-compartments of reactions at run time. This is
critical to, for example, simulate the coupled processes of transcription and transla-
tion in bacteria. Without it, the number of reactions and reactants that would need
to be explicitly enumerated at the start of the simulations would be prohibitive.
The concept of a dynamically compartmentalized structure for simulating systems
of chemical reactions is in itself novel, with many potential applications. It can
be used in models ranging from processes within cells, including eukaryotic cells
where compartmentalization plays a major role in the cell's function, to dynamic
populations of cells with the ability to communicate among them. Some major
applications can be easily foreseen. First, from the examples shown, we can see
the usefulness of the simulator in modeling gene regulatory networks in prokaryotic
cells. Also, one can model populations of cells which can interact with each other as
well as the environment (in our example this consisted of a bacterial cell population
subject to the -phage). These two examples could even be merged to simulate the
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dynamics of gene expression of the infecting viruses within each cell, at the single
nucleotide and codon levels.
The new features of the simulator would also easily allow the modeling of genetic
circuits within cells, each with the ability to perform gene duplication and drift, and
subject to environmental selective pressure. As one can model gene expression at the
nucleotide and codon level, the present simulator can be used to model evolution
at the sequence level. For example, the possible changes in the sequence of the
genes (for example, the random deletion of a portion of the sequence, replacement
of one promoter by another, addition of a pause-prone sequence, et cetera) could be
prestated, and then the cells would be subject to selective pressure by forcing them
to compete for limited resources in the environment. Their competitiveness would
depend on the gene network's dynamics and would thus be evolvable.
In regard to the two models used as examples, we would like to draw attention
to the following specic ndings. In the -phage model, the most interesting obser-
vation is that the virus can reach an equilibrium between lysis and lysogeny, and so
a stable cell population in the presence of the virus is possible. Preliminary simu-
lations showed that there is a wide range of parameters in which this equilibrium
exists. Future studies will further elucidate the regions of the parameter space in
which this equilibrium emerges.
From the simulations of the model of transcription and translation at the nu-
cleotide and codon levels, studied in greater detail in this thesis than the -phage
model, we were able to characterize and identify the sequence-dependent kinetic
features that control the propagation of uctuations from RNA to protein numbers
as well as those that allow the decoupling, from the dynamical point of view, of
the time series of numbers of these two molecules which are key in regulating the
cellular phenotype. Another important result is that sequence dependent events
such as pauses have a non-negligible eect on the dynamics of single gene expression
as well as on the dynamics of small genetic circuits. This is of relevance as this
study is the rst that shows that specic events in transcription elongation can have
detectable eects on the uctuations in protein levels. Since these uctuations can
determine the cell's phenotype, these events may be a source of phenotypic diversity
in a monoclonal cell population.
The algorithms presented here provide the basis for a spatial stochastic simulator
with a changing number of compartments. Three extensions are readily possible.
First, many biological models contain growing or shrinking compartments, such as
the -phage model presented above. In this case, bimolecular reactions were scaled
by the inverse of a pseudo-chemical species l that was created to represent the
length of the cell (and thus the cell's volume). The population of the species was
then incremented slowly over time. It would be preferable to have the simulator
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handle the compartment size without these kinds of hacks. The rst challenge is
to nd a way to eciently allow the propensities of all bimolecular reactions within
a compartment to be scaled by the inverse of the volume V . One readily available
method is to re-use the factored tree of partial sums (Section 3.3.2), and factor
out the inverse of the volume from all bimolecular reactions. This requires that
spontaneous reactions (zero-reactant reactions), unimolecular reactions, bimolecular
reactions, and so forth each have their own tree of partial sums, with the appropriate
function of the volume factored out at the root. The interactions between this
structure and the factoring of the vertical reactions will complicate matters, but
should not be an overwhelming obstacle.
Growing/shrinking compartment volumes also pose another diculty: if they are
to be handled exactly, then the ring times of bimolecular reactions in the com-
partment no longer follow an exponential distribution. To simulate this exactly, the
bimolecular reactions within a growing compartment must be placed in a separate
tree of partial sums, with the volume factored out at the root as described in the
previous section. It should then be possible to derive the distribution of  , the time
until the next bimolecular reaction, given that the propensity function is scaled by a
time-dependent variable (V )[8]. Meanwhile, unimolecular reactions have a separate
tree of partial sums, which produce the normal exponential waiting times.
Another potential application of the factored tree of partial sums is to eciently
simulate models where there exists a reactant which is involved in a non-vanishing
number of reactions. This causes the `sparse dependency graph' assumption to be
violated. For example, in a model of a gene network with N genes, RNAp is involved
in (N) reactions. In this case, the oending reactant could be factored out in the
same manner as the supercompartment's reactants. This would allow the simulator
to support semi-sparse (where a xed number of reactants react in a non-vanishing
amount of reactions) in worst-case logarithmic time.
A nal, and arguably more serious limitation of the current simulation is that it
does not support reactions that span horizontally across the compartment hierarchy.
The primary reason for this is that we would need a way to specify rules for which
compartments the horizontal reactions should occur in (that is, which compartment
is each reactant/product in), and the means with which to describe these relations.
If this set of rules is given, then the implementation of reactions between sibling
compartments follows straightforwardly. That is, a separate LDM tree of partial
sums can be created for every set of these horizontal reactions between two com-
partments. This would allow, for example, a lattice of compartments to be created,
with diusion/interaction between neighboring compartments. Another more com-
plex example might be direct cell-to-cell communication if the cells get close enough
in a spatial simulation of the cell's positions.
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